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Who Am I?

I

have memories of exploring isolated cliffs and sandbanks as a child on
the cold North East coast of Yorkshire, a working class home life which
at times seemed quite deprived but nearly always entertaining, in a
village which felt like being surrounded by a larger extended family who
were financially also on a very low income.
I remember Brownies, Girl Guides and then ‘Bopping’ (jive) in luminous
green bobby socks and black drainpipe trousers to Bill Haley & the Comets
in the local, Marske-by-sea, near Tees-side youth club, Tommy Steele, Cliff
Richards and Buddy Holly burst onto the 1950’s teenage scene and this was
a time when many parents felt that their children had ‘taken over.’
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Outgrowing village life early I found a job in Leeds and felt part of a big
city where my ‘going out on the town’ days really began. After two years
there I travelled abroad a lot, visiting remote places which was an out of
the norm thing to do in those days. When my travelling escapades came to
an end I finished up in London.
In the first year, I found myself constantly changing addresses until I
finally came to a decision to emigrate to Canada with some like minded
travellers. However, fate stepped in and I met Ariel Levy in the Roebuck
pub on Pond Street, opposite the Royal Free Hospital in Hampstead and he
was from Camden Town. I eventually got married to him whilst taking up
permanent residency in North West London.
We had three children: They were Sophie, who was born in 1968, Joshua
in 1971 and lastly Charlotte in 1979, which was just prior to Ariel getting itchy
feet and heading off to Los Angeles with his new Californian partner.

Outside of this personal life-changing event, I believe many people in
this area and beyond can relate to what I have written as the experiences
span decades and cover the various phases of lifestyle, fashion, music etc,
commonly depicted in general and personal terms.
The flash of inspiration for this book came to me as I was walking one
time on Hampstead Heath.
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Chapter One
LONDON IN THE SWINGING 60’s

T

he music of the 1950’s encouraged an identity and opened up a
whole new world to young people, which set the scene for the
coming 60’s. The fashions suddenly became outrageous, with
skinny models in tight mini-skirts and very obviously made-up faces. Pale
shades of cream covered the face and black eyeliner round the whole eyes;
inevitably grabbing attention and depicting the times. Top fashion model,
Twiggy, looking thin, pale, gauche and young, was discovered, by the then
leading photographer, David Bailey. Her looks summed up an era that many
girls consequently copied.
London was the fashion capital of the world and Carnaby Street in the
West End became the focal point for clothes shopping and for every
fashion-stating social scene. Designer, Mary Quant opened the first
boutique, which was ‘Bazaar’ in Chelsea. She was known for her outlandish
designs, mini skirts and for the famous ‘Vidal Sassoon’ haircut. Her designs
were both fun, yet inexpensive.
Towards the end of the sixties one of the trends we had was the birth of
the hippy cult and ‘Flower Power!’ The famous slogan ‘Make Love Not War’
arrived, which was synonymous with free sex and the American anti-war
movement against the Vietnam War. There was an anti-war demo at the
American Embassy with an 80,000 strong crowd and famous actress/peace
campaigner, Vanessa Redgrave, spoke out at this rally. Paint and stones were
1
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also hurled at the American Embassy as well. Also the largest Ban the Bomb
demonstration took place in Trafalgar Square with more than 15,000
protesters taking part and 850 people got arrested for causing chaos. On
that march, Nobel Prize winner Bertrand Russell and playwright Arnold
Wesker were jailed for inciting a breach of the peace.
There were ‘beautiful’ people all over London who would often be seen
walking over Hampstead Heath and through the streets – shoeless.
Illustrating some of this was the hippy musical ‘Hair’ that first appeared on
stage at the Roundhouse in Chalk Farm. The show was a deafening ‘triballove-rock’ musical and its use of four-letter words shocked London and
most of Britain at that time and the naked performers at the end of the
show caused great consternation and wonderment because this was the
first occurrence of ‘baring all’ in a London staged musical.
Acid (LSD,) magic mushrooms and cannabis became an integral part of
hippiedom life, and other aspects of the hippy lifestyle appeared such as
Eastern methods of relaxation and inner searching. The Beatles exemplified
this when they went to see the Maharishi yogi, to look for inner peace and
an end to all drug taking. However, marijuana-mania swept out of control
on the streets; ‘Cannabis, pot, charge, bush, grass, hash, dope, reefers, joints,
spliffs, etc,’ were just some of the alternative names used to describe this
drug. “Britain’s Youth Go Potty!” screamed the tabloids.
Joining in the trend, some friends I knew from Hawaii came to visit
London with pockets full of weed. They explained to us that getting
incredibly stoned had become for them a way of life and was certainly
something we should try for ourselves. We joined them in the fun of the
moment and feeling rather high, left together to go to a local party. We
arrived at the party but I could not speak to our hosts because I was
completely ‘spaced out’ and I found that acutely embarrassing.
In those days, I began working as a mathematical typist and secretary
for the computer wizards who set up Logica and commuting to my office
job in the West End started with getting on the tube at Belsize Park which
is between Camden and Hampstead in North-West London. Around that
time many people were reading ‘Lady Chatterley’s Lover’ by D.H. Lawrence
and due to the controversy surrounding this book, I saw the readers
concealing their copies with brown paper covers. The Director of Public
Prosecutions took the publishers ‘Penguin’ to court under the Obscene
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Publications Act at the Old Bailey in London, from 20th October to 2nd
November 1960 because the book describes a torrid love affair between the
Lady of the Manor and her Gamekeeper. The book was laced with four letter
words but was eventually declared ‘not obscene’ by an Old Bailey jury!
In this decade, Harold Wilson became the first Labour Prime Minister
since Clement Atlee, some twenty years earlier.
Fay Weldon’s phrase ‘Go to work on an egg!’ came to her when she was
working on an advert for the British Egg Marketing Board and this opened
the door to fame and notoriety as a writer. Fay and her husband Ron owned
an antique shop in Primrose Hill and were close friends of ours on the North
London scene. Many memories of dinners and parties were shared and even
today I still have furniture that I bought from Ron at ridiculously low prices.
The first ever push-button controlled ‘zebra’ crossings were introduced.
Sean Connery made his screen debut as ‘007 James Bond.’ It was the first
film and book in the Ian Fleming series and was emphatically named
‘Dr. No.’
Mrs. Mary Whitehouse became famous for her ‘Clean up TV’ campaign
and was combating what she saw as immorality on television. Most people
will remember television in those days as far milder. However we had Alf
Garnett on TV portraying an ‘Old East Ender’ who behaved like a prejudicial
bigot and hated changes in Society. He had a quick mind and picked up on
people’s frailties and we thought at the time that he was hilarious with
his ‘no holds barred speech,’ something that would probably be banned
nowadays.
Enoch Powell, M.P., received attention with his anti-immigration
speeches, expressing famous phrases such as “Rivers of Blood” and called
Britain “the sick man of Europe!” He stated that allowing an inflow of
dependants of immigrants into this country each year is like watching a
nation “busily engaged in heaping up its own funeral pyre” and that “in this
country in fifteen or twenty years time, the black man will have the whip
hand over the white man.”
His speech was said to be racialist in tone and was compared with the
attitudes of Nazi Germany. He was dismissed from the Shadow Cabinet by
Ted Heath, PM, which many said was an attack on the British right of free
speech. (For quotes, search ‘enochpowell.net’)
England won football’s World Cup in 1966 against Germany and the result
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was a clear 4-2 victory! Both teams played the final at Wembley Stadium
on Saturday July 30th. England led 2-1 until the end of the game when the
match went into extra time, where they finally won 4-2. The game was said
to be the height of English sporting achievement; well it certainly was for
football, even to this day.
Gangland twins Ronald and Reginald Kray who were said to have terrorized the ‘east end’ were given life sentences for murder. They were arrested
on May 9th 1968 and convicted in 1969 of the murders of Jack ‘the hat’
McVitie and George Cornell. Prior to this in 1960 I was working as a chambermaid in hotels on the Isle of Jersey and was acquainted with a young man
whose father owned a pub in the East End which the Krays frequented. He
told me that the twins were coming over to Jersey for a holiday which
resulted in my being introduced to this infamous pair one afternoon whilst
sunbathing on the beach in St. Brelades Bay. Although at the time I hardly
believed their notoriety for crime and violence but what I did notice was
that they exuded a very dark energy behind their dark glasses and tailor
made suits and despite the suaveness of these men, I had no interest to
know them further. (For further information search ‘Kraytwins murder
trial’.)
One Saturday night, some of the East End mob broke into the garage
below the flat which I shared with four other girls in St. Helier and took off
with the safe from the wall. When the CID came round the next day, they
saw a photograph on the mantelpiece of my friend sitting between the Kray
Twins on the beach, but we remembered our prior warning by the Mob,
“not to mention who we knew on the Island!”
London said “Goodnight All!” (Sergeant Dixon’s famous phrase) after 21
years of Jack Warner, who played this avuncular character under the Police
station blue lamp. He would fight the villains of Dock Green, in the East
End, hence the series being named ‘Dixon of Dock Green.’
Damage estimated at £15,000 was caused when Scottish fans tore up the
pitch at Wembley Stadium, after Scotland beat England 2-1.
The Murder Bill (Abolition of the Death Penalty) and Race Relations Bill
became law.
A ‘70mph’ speed limit on motorways was introduced but before then,
one could drive at any speed.
The ‘Profumo scandal’ brought Christine Keeler and Mandy-Rice Davies
4
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into the spotlight. John Profumo, the Secretary of State for War, met call-girl
Christine Keeler on Lord Astor’s Clivedon estate, whilst she was frolicking
naked in the swimming pool. Osteopath and artist Dr. Stephen Ward was
seen as the ring master of the nation’s security sex circus. He was the link
between high society and low life and consequentially connected people
together. Keeler had sex with Soviet agent Eugene Ivanov, among others
and the scandal rocked Britain when it became clear that our national
security was at stake. Ward arranged parties at his London flat and Clivedon
cottage, where attractive young call girls like Christine Keeler and Mandy
Rice-Davies would meet important and influential men (even notorious
slum landlord Peter Rachman.) Ward was found guilty of living off immoral
earnings and he died from a drug overdose on the final day of his trial.
There were also rumours that he was on MI5’s pay roll.
The Beatles recorded at EMI studios in St. John’s Wood, which is
somewhat revealed on the front cover of their aptly named ‘Abbey Road’
album.
‘Beatlemania’ had gripped the nation with their music and attributable
‘mop top’ hairstyles. Their No. 1s would sometimes be in the charts for
months on end and teenagers rioted wherever they went, especially the
occasion when they received their MBE at Buckingham Palace. The investiture looked like the storming of the Bastille with hundreds of fans outside
the gates acting like a mob trying their best to get in.
In 1963, I was taken to see the Beatles perform at the ‘Hammersmith
Odeon’ and the girls near the front of the stage were intermittently carried
off as they were overcome with fainting fits of hysteria. It was not only a
unique experience for me but the world had never seen or heard any band
play music like that before. I realise now how incredibly fortunate I was to
participate in that (particular event) when it had reached its most raw and
revolutionary peak.
When I saw ‘The Who’ make their first appearance on stage at the
‘Hippodrome’ in Leicester Square, I felt immediately after seeing them perform that they would also become famous. When they played round the
corner at the ‘Marquee’ on Charing Cross Road, they defiantly smashed up
their instruments on stage. The band’s music developed a ‘Mod following,’
who rode around on Lambrettas and Vespa scooters with their definitive
Parka jackets, Dr. Marten boots, sta-pressed trousers and short styled hair;
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a stark contrast to their ‘Rocker’ rivalling counterpart, who rode Triumph
motorbikes and had a rougher, more rugged look with their definitive
leather jackets, biker boots, turned-up jeans and gelled, rockabilly styled
hair and they loved to dance to the rock’n’roll music from the 1950’s.
There were the infamous riotous clashes at Brighton beach on Bank
Holiday Mondays and through the Sunday papers the general public were
advised to ‘lock up their daughters!’
Then came the ‘Rolling Stones,’ who defied style completely and had a
new founded hippy following. Unlike the Beatles’ pop sounding music, the
Rolling Stones introduced for the first time a more ‘Rock’ based sound.
Police seized Andy Warhol’s film ‘Flesh’ from the Open Space theatre in
1968 because of its sexually graphic footage.
In 1969, from minority taste to cult status, the ‘Monty Python’s Flying
Circus’ became TV’s nearest equivalent to radio four’s ‘Goon Show’ and
their humour was quintessentially English.
Buy the B&N ePub version at:http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/memoirs-of-london-from-1960s-to-present-da
y-christine-levy/1030794565?ean=2940015693799
Buy the Kindle version at:http://www.amazon.com/Memoirs-London-1960s-Present-ebook/dp/B009D5JJW
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